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Abstract
Inequality constraints are often needed in optimization problems in order t o deal with uncertainty. This
paper introduces a simple technique that allows enforcement of inequality constraints in norm problems without any modifications to existing programs and shows
the equivalence of the proposed technique to the the-’
ory of exact penalty functions. The solution of!,
norm
problems is required, for example, in implementing LAV
(Least Absolute Value) state estimators in electric power
systems. The paper shows how LAV state estimators
with inequality constraints can be useful for estimating the state of external systems. This is important
in a competitive environment where precise information
about a utility’s neighboring systems may not be available. Keywords: WLAV state estimation, interior point
methods, inequality constraints] external systems.
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Introduction

Power system state estimation [4, 211 is an important
component in an Energy Management System (EMS).
An essential part of on-line security analysis in an EMS
involves state estimation of the external network (i.e.]
the neighboring systems that may belong to a different
utility). Geisler and Bose [8] were among the first to
use state estimation for external systems. While this
was an improvement over the earlier power flow based
approaches, external system state estimation can often
be difficult due to the lack of real-time measurements
and accurate data from the external system. Information acquired via telephone, data links and pseudomeasurements from forecasting and historical data have
to be used. Thus, a large fraction of measurements
used for external system estimation can be pseudomeasurements with low reliability. One method for dealing with this is to assign weights to measurements according to their accuracy. However, assigning the correct weight to a pseudo-measurement is difficult. The
assignment of improper weights to pseudo-measurements
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can result in estimates that violate obvious physical limits (such as generator active and reactive power limits,
voltage limits and transmission line thermal limits). One
method used for resolving the limit violation problem is
to adjust the measurement weights and solve again. This
approach has numerical as well as computational drawbacks. A better approach is to incorporate the limits explicitly into the problem via inequality constraints. The
incorporation of inequality constraints in Weighted Least
Squares (WLS) state estimation was first discussed in
[9]. A subsequent paper [l] discussed the incorporation
of inequality and equality constraints in LAV state estimators and examined the computational implications in
terms of a simplex method based linear programming algorithm [3]. The use of LAV estimators for power system
state estimation is motivated by their bad data rejection
properties. The possible break-down of such estimators
in the presence of leverage points is discussed in [5, 131.
This paper introduces a simple technique that allows
incorporating inequality constraints in LAV state estimation without any modification to existing routines.
The technique has important computational implications when used in conjunction with interior point methods [19]. Appendix A of the paper shows that the proposed method is essentially equivalent to the use of “exact penalty functions” [7, 17, 231. Appendix B illustrates
that, although the formulation may appear similar to
some implementations of fuzzy linear programming, the
two approaches differ in the choice of norm, and consequently have different properties.
2

External System Estimation

The electric utility industry is being re-structured in
many parts of the world [lci]. External system estimation may become less of a problem in such a scenario
if there is a single transmission provider, as in England
and Wales. However, this kind of single transmission
company may be less likely in the United States due to
geographical reasons. Thus, the importance of external
system estimation is likely to increase in an environment
in which the transmission system is used by competing
suppliers of electric energy.
96 W M 302-0 PWRS A paper recommended and approved by the IEEE
Traditionally, there have been two distinct methods of
Power System Engineering Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering
Society for presentation at the 1996 IEEE/PES Winter Meeting, Janua~y21- implementing state estimation in an EMS: (1) separate
solution of internal and external systems, and (2) simul25, 1996, Baltimore, MD. Manuscript submitted January 3, 1995; made
taneous solution of internal and external systems. Both
available for printing December 27, 1995.
approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The
first approach is more common. One advantage of this
approach is that the specification of the internal and ex0885-8950/97/$10.00 0 1996 IEEE
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If 9 = T+ and p = T - , where r+ = max(r,O) and
r- = max(-r,O),' the linearized version of the above
problem can be written as
min J'(q

+ p)

(5)

subject t o
HAx+v-p
GAx
FAa:+uC

B

ternal systems is flexible and can be changed according
t o the availability of measurements. In this approach,
two separate problems are solved for the internal and external portions of the network. Typically, the "external
network" includes reduced portions of the surrounding
network and unobservable portions of the internal system. In the second approach, a larger combined problem
is solved. This approach is better suited for the LAV estimator, particularly in cases where the internal system
has a high redundancy of measurements and the external system has a low redundancy of measurements. A
possible concern in this approach is that the estimates in
the internal system might be affected by errors in measurements from the external system. In case of WLS
state estimation, Monticelli and Wu [15] show that, if a
non-redundant measurement set is used for the boundary
measurements, this need not be a concern. In practice,
the external system has low measurement redundancy.

3

Constrained WLAV Estimation

The LAV problem is a special case of the WLAV problem. Thus, only the latter is considered here. The constrained WLAV estimation problem is as follows:
min Ildiag(w).rlll
X

subject to

+

h ( z ) r = z,
Zl

g(xt.>

ze

(2)
(3)

I f(.)

I 221

(4)

where, z , is the ml x 1 unconstrained measurement vector, ze is the m2 x 1 vector of exact measurements, z,
is the m3 x 1 vector of upper limits, z~ is the m3 x 1
vector of lower limits, z is the n x 1 unknown state vector, r is the ml x 1 vector of unconstrained measurement
errors, and w is the ml x 1 vector of weights for unconstrained measurements. h ( x ) , g ( x ) and f ( x ) are vectors
of non-linear functions of dimension ml , m2 and ins.

=

Az,
Az,
Az,
Az~
0.

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
rl,PlU+,lL
(10)
Equations (5)-( 10) represent a linear programming problem. Its solution can be obtained by adapting specialized
variants of the simplex method [3] as discussed in [l].
However, more recent efforts for improving the computational performance of LAV state estimators [2, 6, 191
have used interior point methods [12]. A particularly
simple and effective application of interior point methods works with the dual WLAV problem [19]:

F A X - I-

Fig. 1: Internal and external systems. The boundary
buses are marked B

=
=
=

subject t o

- w 5 7T-1 5 w , T 3 5 0, T4 2 0 .
(13)
The solution of this problem by interior point methods
is similar t o the unconstrained problem except;
e

The presence of equality constraints translates into
unrestricted variables ( ~ 2 )in the dual problem.

e

Inequality constraints on 7r3 and "4 prevent the selection of the origin as an interior point for initializing the dual problem.

The performance of an interior point method, in terms
of iterations t o convergence, is influenced heavily by the
choice of initial point. Initialization from a point that is
well centered inside the feasible region, performs much
better than initialization from a point that is near the
boundary. Test results in [19] relied on the choice of the
origin as a perfectly centered ini 1 interior point. The
problem of finding an initial feasible interior point can be
avoided by using a slightly different approach when the
presence of inequality constraints precludes the choice of
the origin for this purpose. This approach has strong
connections with the theory of exact penalty functions
[7, 17, 231 (appendix A).
The use of a penalty function may permit violations of
soft limits.' This provides a safeguard against an excessive influence of erroneous limits on the state estimates.
'Alternatively, T + = %$! and T - =

q.

2This does not mean that the applicability of the approach presented here is limited to soft constraints. As explainedin appendix
A , inequality constraints may be enforced strictly by choosing a
sufficientlylarge penalty parameter (or measurement weight in eq.
(14)).
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In practice, this is expected to perform very similarly to
the inequality constrained problem with the advantage of
preserving the structure of the dual LAV problem, making it possible to choose the origin as a starting point.
In the proposed method, the problem is re-written as
min wT(v

+ p ) + cT(u+ + u - ) + cT(l+ + I - )

b

J

(14)

I
I
I

subject to
HAx+v-p
GAx

=

=
=
=
2

FA^+^+-^FAz+l+-l7),p,u+,u-,1+,1-

0.

Equations (17) and (18) (now similar to (15)) now permit
slacks of arbitrary sign (thereby permitting the inequality the inequality constraints to be violated) and imply
replacing the inequality constraints AZI 5 F A X 5 Az,
by two equality constraints. The right hand sides of these
equality constraints are equal to the upper and lower limits from the inequality constraints. c is a m3 x 1 vector
of penalty parameters. Typically c = v . e where v is a
scalar penalty parameter and e is a vector of ones3. The
dual of the above problem is then written as
max A z T q

i D

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

A z ~
Aze
Az,
Aq

+ AzTir2 + AzTn3 + AzTir4

(20)

subject to

I

lower limit

Fig. 2: Penalty function for voltage limits (upper curve)
and the correspondzng
exact penalty function (lower
curve). D = Az, - AZI.
For the important case of voltage limits, each row of F
has a single non-zero element. The form of the above
function is shown in Fig. 2. For limits on flows and injections a simple graphical representation of the penalty
function is not possible. However, the penalty function is still valid, albeit within the linearized problem.
The shape of the function in Fig. 2 is reminiscent of
the notion of “possibility function” used in fuzzy linear
programming. Appendix B examines how the proposed
method relates to fuzzy linear programming.
4

- w < q < w
(22)
-c<ir3<c
(23)
- c 5 ir4 5 c.
(24)
To illustrate the effect of the penalty functions, consider the primal formulation with a constraint subject to
upper and lower bounds (assume equal weights of unity
in c for convenience). Further, assume that this is the
only constraint being considered (for simplicity). Using
the approach represented by equations (17) and (18), the
penalty terms added to (14) are

min IIAz, - FAX111
Ax

+ IlAq - FAxll1.

(25)

This can be written as4
min
Ax

+ [Azu - FAX]+ [ A z ~- FAX]’ + [ A z ~- FAXI-.
[Az, - F A X ] +

FAX,

-(A%, +AZO +

<

Test Results

To illustrate the effectiveness of constrained LAV estimation, the 14 bus system is partitioned into internal and external portions as shown in Fig.3. Pseudomeasurements are available in the form of real and reactive injections at buses 6, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. The lines
connecting buses 5-6, 9-10 and 9-14 are designated as
tie lines. The actual operating conditions in the external
system are simulated by running a power flow (shown in
Table 1). Also shown in the table is whether a measurement was selected or rejected by the WLAV estimator.
The tie-line measurements are shown in Table 2. It is
Table 1: Pseudo-measurements for the external portion
of the 14 bus system and their status following uncondrained WLAV estimation. (t) denotes a measurement
that as subsequently changed to simulate bad data. The
bad data is selected by the unconstrained estimator and
is rejected b y introducing inequality constraints.

(26)

11 P (pu)
6 II -0.1120
10
11
12
13
14
-

Bus

The function being minimized can be written as
-

upper limit

<

F A X AZI Az,
AZI 5 F A X 5 Az,
FAX, AZI5 Az, 5 F A X

(27)
3The test results described in this paper used Y = llwlloo
*If the el exact penalty funct,ionis used, only the terms in bold
are present.

I
I

Status
Selected

11

Q (pu)

I

Status

II 0.0514 I Selected

further assumed that the tie-line flows have known upper and lower limits. These limits are found by choosing
a narrow band around the nominal tie line flows.
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Table 2: Tze h e measurements and iheir siatus following unconstraaned W L A V estamataon for the 14 bus system. (t) denotes measurement that as subsequently selected b y the constraaned W L A V estzmator.

II 61 ( P U ) I

11

9-10

11

0.0523

I Riected 11

0.0420

Status

+

+

@

EXTERNAL

14

e

I RGected 11

+

+

13

I

II

The estimates for tie-line flows can be very important
in an environment where the transmission provider handles transactions between competing suppliers. As long
as the measurements used in the estimation process are
accurate, the tie-line flow estimates are also accurate.
However, such accuracy in external systems is rare. To
simulate a more realistic scenario, a bad measurement is
introduced at bus 14 in the external system by changing
the injection measurement to -0.74
j0.25. This erroneous measurement is selected by the WLAV estimator,
resulting in an estimate of 0.45-jO.08 for the tie-line flow
in 9-14 that is well outside its limits. To resolve this, the
tie-line flow in 9-14 is modelled by the penalty function
discussed earlier to enforce the inequality constraints
0.0940 j0.0365 5 P g - 1 4
j Q g - 1 4 5 0.0945
j0.0400.
This results in the lower limits becoming binding and the
rejection of the incorrect pseudo-measurement at bus 14.
This is done without altering the structure of the WLAV
estimator and without any special modelling of inequality constraints.
It may appear surprising that, in the example above,
both lower limits become binding, even though it was the
upper limit on the active power flow that was previously
violated. This occurs due to the nature of the WLAV
estimator which rejects the bad measurement which had
attracted the estimate for Pg-14. Since, this bad measurement no longer plays a role, the limit which is closer
t o the actual value of the tie-line flow is selected. Further tests conducted with this measurement configuration involved simulating increasingly imprecise inequality constraints for the flow in line 9-14. For example,
the real power flow P9-14 was constrained to lie within
[0.090,0.099] and [0.080,0.120]
for two different cases. In
both tests, the upper limit on the flow became binding
and the bad measurement at bus 14 was rejected. The
estimate for the injection at bus 14 was however, less
accurate when the constraint on P g - 14 was made less
tight. This is t o be expected as the usefulness of enforcang znequalaty constraanis an the problem 2s only as good
as the assumptaons on the limats used. The tests were
repeated with a smaller size for the bad data at bus 14
(P9-14
j Q 9 - 1 4 = -0.24
j0.08) wit8hsimilar results.
In a different set of tests, bad data were int,roduced at
buses 6 and 14 simultaneously. The estimat,or was able
to reject the bad measurement at bus 6 and failed to reject the one at bus 14. This was successfully handled by
introducing inequality constraints as described above. In
a case where bad data was introduced at bus 13, the est,imat,or once again failed t<oreject the bad measurement
at bus 13. The technique of constraining a line flow
t,o handle this problem required a considerably higher

+

12
e
4

+

Fig. 3: Internal and external portaons of the 14 bus
system. Lanes connecting buses 9-14, 9-10, and 5-6 are
tie lanes. Flow measurements are not available in the
external system except in line 6-11.
amount of judgement and effort in this case, as improvement in one tie-line flow estimate lead to deterioration
in another, requiring the introduction of more than one
set of flow limits.
To illustrate an additional advantage of the penalty
function approach over the strict inequality constrained
approach, the pseudo-measurement at bus 14 was
changed back to its correct value. Next, large errors
were introduced in the upper and lower limits for the
flow in tie-line 9-14 (i.e., the limits did not contain the
true value of the measurement). These incorrect limits
were rejected by the estimator, while the injection at bus
14 was once again satisfied. The estimate for the flow
was outside that suggested by the limits. In this example, if a sufficiently large weight had been chosen for the
flow measurements that were constrained, the inequality constraints could be made t o satisfy the incorrectly
chosen limits. This suggests the possibility of relating
the choice of measurement weights t o the choice of limits in order to improve the performance of the estimator.
However, no such opt,imization of measurement weights
was considered in the test results described here.

Tests were also performed using a lower measurement
redundancy with no flow measurements in the external
system with similar conclusions.

5

Conclusion

This paper has introduced a simple technique for implementing inequality constraints in LAV state estimation. The method can be very useful for external system
state estimation and has computational advantages for
interior point methods. The paper illustrated how the
proposed technique is essentially equivalent to the use
of exact penalty functions for incorporating inequality
constraints. Exact penalty functions can provide a useful technique of incorporating inequality constraints in
optimization problems.
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objective function. These methods can be broadly classified into two classes: interior penalty, and exterior
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is already present in the l 1 norm problem. For the inequality constrained non-linear programming problem
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e1

exact penalty function is
i

where a- = max(-a,0). For a suficienily large v , local solutzons of the nonlznear programming problem are
equivalent t o local minimizers of the exact penalty function. Therefore, this technique is sufficient for strict enforcement of inequality constraints whenever it is feasible t o do so. A possible discrepancy between the two
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solutions can arise if the minimizer of the exact penalty
function is infeasible for the original problem. However,
in such cases the method provides "best" solutions when
no feasible ones exist. Assuming feasibility of the original problem, the choice of Y is bounded by v 2 II A* I
where A" refers to the Lagrange multipliers from the solution of the original problem [7, 111.

loor

Appendix B: Fuzzy Set Methods
Fuzzy linear programming is an approach based on
fuzzy sets [22, 241 to handle non-probabilistic uncertainties [18,10, 14, 201. Many formulations of fuzzy linear programming have a striking resemblance to the -eco
norm problem. This is a consequence of the definition of
the intersection of fuzzy sets which is reviewed here to
establish the connection.
If X is a given set of objects or alternatives, a fuzzy
set Cl in X is defined as:
0 = {(.,pLn(.))

I 2 E XI

(21)

and the membership function of D = A 17B is defined as
p D (x) = min [pA(z),P B

(211.

(32)
To illustrate the fuzzy set approach for modelling soft
inequality constraints, voltage limits are considered as

vmzn5 v 5 vmax.

(33)

For the fuzzy approach, limits are not strict and small
violations are permitted. The maximum acceptable upper limit is V m a x d and the minimum acceptable lower
limit is Vm8n- d. This is expressed using the following
membership functions:
Lower limits:
if V, 2 ym'"
V"n -v,
Pl(v,) = 1 if Kmz"- d , < V, < K"'"
(34)
if V , 5 ymzn
- d,

+

ir

I

d

,

Upper limits:

p2(V,)=

1-

(1

v,-a vm-

,,ma,

(V,"""+d,)

Fig. 4: Membership function for voltage limits

Gmin

where X is a scalar. If
= &/di,
= Vmin/di,and
Vmax/di,
the
above
problem
can
be considered
a
analogous to equation (25) and represented by

v.mm
x

(30)

where p n ( t ) is the membership function of x E Q. Thus
p n ( z ) denotes a measure of "belief" in the possibility
that x E
where values of 1 and 0 represent the extremes where 2 belongs to or does not belong to the set
52. The maximum value of any set membership function
is always unity. If p ~ ( x and
) p g ( 2 ) are the membership
functions for two fuzzy sets A and B, the membership
function of C = A U B is defined as
pC(t) = m ~ [ p A ( " ) , p B ( z ) l

(vyn-&) vtm*,

vmas

if V , 5
if Kmax< V, < KmaX+ d ,
if V , 2 Kmaz+ d ,
(35)

The upper and lower limits are represented together by
the intersection of two membership functions as shown
in Fig.4. To minimize the maximum under-achievement
of the satisfaction level of unity, the following problem
is solved.

Thus, the difference between fuzzy linear programming
and the approach introduced in this paper of modelling
inequality constraints, is essentially a difference in the
choice of norms. The LAV approach corresponds to the
11 norm while the fuzzy approach corresponds to the
toonorm. In the case of the fuzzy approach, the underachievemenc, of the satisfaction level in a single constraint
can have a significant impact on the entire solution. This
is to be expected, as the toonorm is very sensitive to
outliers. The 11 norm on the other hand is quite resistant to outliers and is hence well suited for applications
where outliers may exist, such as the state estimation of
external systems.
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